10th English Paper II

iv) I went to my uncle’s house at Trichy.
v) Why?
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Marks:100
SECTION – I (Non – Detailed: 35 Marks)
1. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate phrases:

5

i) like a princess
ii) at all the attention
iii) moping around
iv) sad and worried
v) to find a job
2. Read and identify the character/speaker:

5

a) Mobile phone b) Books (Make your own)
SECTION – IV(Expansion of Ideas: 35 Marks)
13. Headlines Expansion: (Make your own)
5x1=5
14. Pie-Chart and answer the questions: 5x1=5

3. Match the following appropriately:
a) completely black
b) a character in a puppet show
c) bike with balloon type tires*
d) drunkard in the tavern
e) America*

5x1=5

4. Choose the correct answer:
i) a) five months*
ii) d) first aid kit
iii) c) pulley*
iv) b) five years old
v) c) Monday

5x1=5

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

a) grains
b) less than
False
b) 70
c) Sugar

15. Write a paragraph using the hints (any one):
School (or) Computer - (Make your own)

5

16. Match the following products and slogans: 5x1=5

5. Read the passage and answer the questions: 5x1=5

1. When Dad got a job, Mum was happy again
2. No. He did not win a lottery.
3. Dad had to study to qualify as a Chartered
Accountant. This was the challenge.
4. Every night after dinner, Dad had studied to
succeed in his attempt.
5. Mum was proud of Dad.
6. Study the given mind map and fill the details.5x1=5

i) away
ii) dirty water / filthy water / water
iii) I am going to die / I will die
iv) can survive
v) breathe
7. Paragraph: (Refer Way to Success)
Judas / The close encounter / Sam

a) Enjoy the music yourself.
b) Leads you in right.
c) Small but carries many things.
d) Fragrance everywhere.
e) Away from water pollution.
17. Observe the Road map and guide your
brother to reach the hospital.
 Walk along the road
 Turn right
 Walk along the road
 Turn left
 Walk along the main road
 Don’t turn
 After few minutes walk, You will find
school on your right.
 It is opposite to ATM
18. Read the poem and complete its paraphrase:

5

i) cloud
ii) daffodils
iii) the lake
iv) fluttering and dancing
v) never – ending line

SECTION – II (Language Functions: 15 Marks)
8. Title: Energy - Make your own

wtsteam100@gmail.com

10. Dialogue - Receptionist & Tourist (Make your own)
11. Letter - Apply for the Post of Computer Engineer
(Make your own)
12. Prepare an advertisement on the information:

i) Rex Cocker’s brother*
ii) Drunkard / Judas model
iii) Shelly
iv) Rob Reily
v) Kumar*

9. Complete the following dialogue:
i) It is in my house.*
ii) You will bring it.*
iii) I keep it in my house.*

Way to success
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5x1=5

19. a) Translation:
Caution: Passive smokers also will be
affected by paralysis
(OR)

5

b) Any five relevant sentences about the picture. 5

Elephant (Make your own)
------------------

* Out of Quarterly portions
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